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Clarifying the concept: What free education means and what it does not
Free education in Africa
Free education policy in Namibia
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•
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Impacts known on enrolment, quality and equity
Namibia’s trends in enrolment, learning outcomes and equity since free primary and secondary education
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•
•
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Potential pressure on education budget allocation
Financial sustainability: what options in a constrained fiscal environment?
Transparency and accountability issues

Additional ideas and questions to explore further through research
activities

Free education: clarifying the concept
and rationale behind (1/3)
Purpose of free education:
1. Remove financial barriers that prevent
access to school and learning, especially
when school fees become the main barrier.
2. Comply with the commitments and
statements with regards to constitutions and
policies: in many country’s constitution,
education, especially basic education is
declared to be compulsory and free.

Free education: clarifying the concept
and rationale behind (2/3)
Type of fees usually paid for education, across Sub-Saharan Africa countries:
Fees paid in educational institutions
Required for school attendance








Enrolment /admission related
fees
Tuition fees
Mandatory exams fees
Capital assessment fees
(contribution to school
construction funds)
Other fees (contribution to PTA,
SMC)

Fees paid outside educational institutions

Not required for school
attendance



Other ancillary's fees
(school canteen,
board, school
transport, etc.)

Required for school
attendance





Uniforms and
other school
clothing
Textbooks and
other school
supplies

Not required for school attendance





Private tutoring/tuition, extra
lessons/courses
Private canteen, Private transport,
Private lodging
Contribution to extra-curricular
activities

THESE ARE USUAL COMMON SET, BUT THE ITEMS MAY VARY SLIGHTLY FROM ONE COUNTRY TO ANOTHER

Free education: clarifying the concept
and rationale behind (3/3)
Free education: What is it?

What is it NOT?

 Refers usually to partial or total abolition of fees paid
to educational institutions and required for school
attendance and learning, including especially:

 It is not the abolition of ALL the fees paid by parents,
especially:

1. Enrolment/admission fees
2. Tuition fees
3. Exam fees

1.
2.

Those paid outside the educational institutions
Those not required for school attendance

Depending on the countries, free education can:
 be focused on a group of population (example: girls, vulnerable children, children with disabilities,
poorest quintiles, etc.), especially when this population cannot afford to access to school and learning
because of school fees.
 Target a specific level of education: That is usually the case with basic education (pre-primary, primary
and/or lower secondary), declared compulsory and free of charge in many education systems.
 be extended to all type of schools but is often limited to public/state schools.

Free education in Sub-Saharan Africa:
What is the situation?
 Among the 53 countries with data available in
the continent, 42 (79%) legally guaranteed
free education at the primary level in 2016
 Many countries around the world have
already expanded basic education to include
lower secondary, including 94 out of the 107
low- and middle-income countries. In ESA,
only Botswana and South Africa had not.
• Many countries in SSA have also expanded
free upper secondary education, for example:
 Free Senior High School in Ghana in 2017
 Universal Secondary Education in Zambia in late
2021

Free education in Sub-Saharan Africa:
What is the situation?
 Despite the elimination of school fees, much of the actual cost of education is still being
covered by African household, rather than the government
 Globally, the poorer a country, the larger the burden on households.

Free education in Sub-Saharan Africa:
What is the situation?
Capitation grants to schools to offset the funds previously provided by
school fees were often insufficient, poorly delivered and inadequately
targeted.
• The grants were usually lower than what schools in most sub-Saharan African countries
had collected from parents, forcing them to manage more students with fewer resources.
• In most countries, grants were not indexed to inflation, and lost significant value in real
terms over time.
• In addition, research from Lesotho indicates that the per capita allocation per pupil did
not account for schools’ differing needs.
• Payment delays, implementation lags, and corruption in capitation grant programmes
also caused problems.

Free education in NAMIBIA: Policy

Education Act of
2001
Article 20 of the
1990 Constitution
• State schools will
provide primary
education free of
charge

• Tuition provided free
of charge to learners
until 7th grade or age
16; includes all
schoolbooks,
educational materials
and other related
requisites
• School boards can
mandate compulsory
contributions to the
School Development
Fund; parents can
request exemptions

Various directives
to implement free
education
• 2013 declaration of
Universal Primary
Education (UPE)
• Cabinet Resolution #9
of 2014
• 2016 declaration of
Universal Secondary
Education (USE)

2017 Amendment
to the Basic
Education Act
• Tuition and
examinations are free
of charge
• Covers preprimary,
primary, secondary
and special education
• Contributions to the
School Development
Fund no longer
compulsory

Basic Education Act
of 2020
• The payment of
compulsory tuition
and examination fees
and any other related
fees in respect of the
education of a learner
at any State school is
prohibited.
• School Development
Fund contributions are
voluntary

Free education in NAMIBIA: Policy

Before
(1990-2012)

UPE declaration
(2013)

USE declaration
(2016)

Updated Basic Education
Act (2017-now)

Primary tuition

Free

Free

Free

Free

Secondary tuition

Free

Free

Free

Free

Examination fees

Not free

Free

Compulsory

Voluntary

School development fund
Hostel fees

Not free

Not free

Not free

Not free

Uniforms, school supplies

Not free

Not free

Not free

Not free

Transport to school

Not free

Not free

Not free

Not free

Private school tuition

Not free

Not free

Not free

Not free

Free education in NAMIBIA: Actual expenditures
 Households augment their tax contributions to the
financing of education with substantial out-of-pocket
spending – for ex, N$ 8,241 million in 2020

Household spending on education
% of government spending

% of household consumption
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USE

 Between 2007-2020, household expenditure on
education services ranged from 38% to 59% of
government spending on education.
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 Household spending on education services
averaged 5.3% of total private consumption
expenditure during this period.
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 A comparative drop in household spending between
2012-2015 (around the time of the UPE declaration)
has since returned to previous levels

Impacts of free education on enrollment, quality and equity:
Evidence from data and literature review

Positive
Significant increase of children and girl-child enrolling
Uganda has seen a 156% increase in girls' enrollment in eight years of
universal primary education (UPE)

Improved literacy levels of the population
Sajjabi (2011) reports that making basic education free to everybody improved
the literacy levels of the populace citing Uganda standing at 65% by 2011 for
people under 30years

Increased Governments’ input and involvement in education
since the universal education policies
Kenya’s funding towards education has been increasing steadily from 13.5%
in 2011 to 27% in 2014 of the National Budget

Negative
Schools insufficiently funded by government school grants and
amount not adjusted according to their need
Deterioration of teachers' motivation and working conditions .
Because of acute teacher shortages, teachers were forced without
increased salaries to combine classes for a number of grades,
introducing double shifts to cater to the increased enrolments.
Declined performance in public schools resulted from the
pressure of enrolment and attributed to the automatic promotion
policy.
Disengagement of parents Because of free education, some
communities came to believe that the governments would take
full responsibility for education. They became apathetic to all school
activities, making effective school management difficult

Impacts of free education: Trends in Namibia Pre-Primary Education
Impact on enrolments:
A significant change observed
in pre-primary education, since
2007
Average annual growth rate:

Trend in enrolment, pre-primary, 1992 to 2021
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Impacts of free education: Trends in Namibia Primary Education

Trend in enrolment, primary, 1992 to 2021

Impact on enrolments:
A remarkable change observed
in primary education

Average annual growth rate:
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Impacts of free education: Trends in Namibia Secondary Education

Trend in enrolment, secondary, 1992 to 2021
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Impacts of free education: Trends in Namibia Repetition Rate
Repetition rate in primary education, 2000 to 2021
Grade 1

Before free
UPE
declaration

Grade 2

Grade 3

Impact on quality:

Grade 4
Grade 5

A decrease trend in repetition is
observed in primary education,
especially after the pic in 2016,
but the correlation with free
UPE still need to be assessed

Grade 6
Grade 7

After free
UPE
declaration

Impacts of free education: Trends in Namibia Drop Out Rate
Dropout rate in primary education, 2000 to 2021

Grade 1

Impact on quality:
A decrease trend in dropout is
also observed in primary
education but the correlation
with free UPE still need to be
assessed

Before free
UPE
declaration

After free
UPE
declaration

Grade 2
Grade 3
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Grade 5
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Grade 7

Impacts of free education: Trends in Namibia Learning Outcome

Impact on quality:
The learning outcomes seems
to be affected

SACMEQ IV conducted in 2013:
83,4% of Namibian’s grade 6 children have the
acceptable reading skills, suggesting a similar
proportion among grade 5 children

Standardized Achievement Tests (SATs)
conducted in 2018:
Only 27% of grade 5 children and 12% of grade 7
children are above the standard achievements.
Even if these two assessments are not totally
comparable, these figures seem indicating a
negative effect on quality that needs to be
assessed.

Implementing Free Education: Key Challenges

Nominal Education Spending Trends Namibia

Potential pressure on education budget allocation
on account of:

COVID-19

USE

N$ Billions

UPE

Capitation grant - to replace school revenues
previously earned from school fees
Availability of teachers - to maintain optimal teacher:
learner ratios – given increased enrolment
Additional infrastructure requirements –
classrooms, libraries, labs to cater for increased
enrolments
Increased budget requirements - to address
enrollment surges and reaching out to marginalized
children and to bring the whole system up to minimum
standards (“catching up” for previously uncovered)

Downstream costs - larger numbers of children
making the transition to lower-secondary schools

Implementing Free Education: Key Challenges

Growth in Annual Education Expenditure Vs Total Budget

Potential pressure on education budget
allocation on account of:
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Allocation for Secondary had started to
increase – doubling up in 2013/14 and grew on
average by 10% annually from 2014- 2016,
thereby accoiunting for 30% of the education
allocation from 23% priod to 2013/14

Implementing Free Education: Key Challenges
2022/23 Per Learner Allocation vs Poverty Rates
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Sustainable Education Financing A Piece of Cake

Bigger Cake With:
Mobilization of more domestic Resource (Improved
tax, leverage on Private sector financing, Public
Private Partnerships, and result-based financing)
Expenditure reprioritization and efficiency
Deficit Financing (loans) (Use of International Finance
Facility for Education (IFFEd), The Global Platform for
Education Finance, (GPE))
Official Development Assistance (ODA) - Limited
scope due to Namibia’s UMICs – but can be catalytic
and used to crowd-in other sources of financing above

Tastier Cake – Enhancing efficiencies by:

A cake fairly cut – ensure equity by:

Addressing costly repetitions (high repetition with an
average of 12.5% of the learners repeating a grade in
2019, the cost can be as high as N$1.64 billion~ 12.%
of the total MoEAC budget)
Improving teacher quality and allocation

Rebalancing the expenditure Mix towards pre-primary
education: A $1 invested in pre-primary education
gives the society $9.25 in return. Yet currently PPE
accounts for 3% of the Education Budget

Addressing procurement inefficiencies - Capacity
strengthening of planning and procurement units to
improve procurement efficiencies

Addressing Existing Inequalities along Geographical,
socio-economic, income and disability status of
learners. Need to expedite the finalization and
implementation of the Equitable School Grant Policy

Development and use of standard bidding documents
to simplify the procurement process and enhance
efficiencies

Free Education: How to Return Agency to Communities
1. Re-Build a national consensus
around the policy as a starting
point, with the full participation
and buy-in of communities:
While free education policy is often
politically driven, country’s
experiences show that if the policy
is to succeed, it must have the
support of well-informed leaders
and the full participation and buy-in
of communities and a wide range of
stakeholders to build a national
consensus on the policy and
strategy

Free Education: How to Return Agency to Communities
2. Assess the status of the
implementation of the current policy,
again with the full participation of
communities and other relevant
stakeholders:
What works? What doesn’t work? Why? This should
include a comprehensive assessment of the fees
paid and the fees free of charge, how the policy is
implemented, what is the burden on households and
communities

Country’s experiences show that even where fees
have been formally abolished, the policy may not
have been implemented and fees may have
reappeared

Free Education: How to Return Agency to Communities
3. Maintain community engagement:
Communities play an important role in promoting effective schools in terms of both learning
outcomes and effective resource management

 Fee education needs to be implemented in a way that retains or promotes community
involvement, in establishing, supporting, or overseeing school activities, so the school is seen
as “our school” rather than “the government’s school.”
 Fee education needs to be implemented in a way that emphasizes the very important role
communities and parents need to play in ensuring that their school benefits from this reform

 However, free education does not mean that parents and community members cannot make
voluntary contributions to the school. Such contributions could be in the form of in-kind
contributions (such as donated labor for school renovation, maintenance) or school feeding
programs. Voluntary contributions not only reinforce the community’s sense of ownership, but
also provide extra-revenues to the schools
 it is also important that governments increase parental awareness of other kinds of community
involvement in school affairs (for example, assisting teachers, encouraging homework,
attending or sponsoring special events). Such efforts can significantly enhance school
effectiveness and learning outcomes.

Free Education: How to Return Agency to Communities
4. Involve communities and/or
include their representative in
free education M&E
mechanisms, as well as
resources allocation,
governance and accountability
systems:
Since schools basically operate at
the local level, this is crucial to
ensure a continuous monitoring and
evaluation of the effectiveness of the
implementation, to track what works,
what are the challenges and what
need to change, and to define a
more appropriate solutions according
to the different contexts.

Key message/Takeaway
Key Messages/Takeaway
Education is receiving the highest proportion of the government budget, but this is not
translating into improved learning outcomes.
Free education does not mean that parents and community members should not contribute
anymore. It is important to build consensus among all stakeholders on who pay what, and what
should be free and what should not.

Education cannot just be “free.” Rather,
 It needs to be of quality
 It needs to benefit everyone, including children with disabilities
 It needs parents to recognize their continued shared responsibility

Additional ideas and questions to explore further
through research activities
Need to undertake a comprehensive assessment of school fees paid and the burden on
families  Toward a national education account for:
1. A better understand of who pays what in education
2. A better defining, formulation and implementation of free education policy
Need to undertake a comprehensive assessment of
1. The understanding of the current free education policy by different stakeholders
(teachers, parents, communities, etc.)
2. Gaps, challenges and outcome of the implementation of the current free education
policy, according to the expected objectives/goals
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